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Cleveland Park Library
Community Meeting June 23, 2015 - 6:00 PM

-WHAT WE HAVE HEARD-Draft DESIGN GOALSNEXT STEPS
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June 23- Community Meeting AGENDA

Welcome

Richard Reyes-Gavilan, DCPL

Project Status & Schedule

Mahboud D. Nobakht , B&D

Community meetings and focus groups

Martha Saccocio, DCPL

Questions?
What we heard/Draft project goals
- What should the character of the new library be?
- What should be offered in the new library?
- How will the new library be used?

Matthew Bell, FAIA
Perkins Eastman DC

Next Meeting

September 2015
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Project Status & Schedule
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Key Project Milestones
• Programming – Summer 2015
• Interim Library Design & Construction – Fall/Winter 2015
• Existing Cleveland Park Library Closing – Winter 2015
• Interim Library Opening – Winter 2016
• New Cleveland Park Library Design – Winter/Spring 2016
• New Library Opening – Spring 2017
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Community meetings and focus groups
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Community meetings and focus groups to date
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Meetings
Cleveland Park Library Staff
Parents with young children
Caregivers of young children
Teens
Seniors
On-line survey
Cleveland Park Historical Society
Ideascale crowdsourcing website
Post-it notes at Cleveland Park Library
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Ongoing Outreach
•
•
•
•
•
•

http://dclibrary.org/newclevelandpark
http://clevelandpark.ideascale.com/
Additional focus groups
Future community meetings
ANC
Historical Society
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Draft Design Goals
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1

What should be the character of the
new Cleveland Park Library?

2

What should be offered
at the new library?

3

How should the new library
be used?
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What we have heard
DRAFT Goals
Design Principles/Draft Program
Design Options
Preferred Option (Concept design)
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1
What should the character of the
new Cleveland Park Library be?
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1
What should the character of the
new Cleveland Park Library be?
EXTERIOR – Architectural Language, Context and Site, Materials
INTERIOR – Materials & Furnishings, Spatial / Building Layout
Experience of the library / Special Features

1. What should the character of the new Cleveland Park Library be?
EXTERIOR – Architectural Language
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What we heard
• 21st Century building; do not mimic 1910s architecture.
• Be dramatic and more inviting, build for the future
• Like bungalow style found in the neighborhood (period from 1920 to 1950).
• Avoid architectural novelty features such as the building envelope / façade at the
Tenley-Friendship library.
• “Quaker thinking” with respect to community service should be considered while
developing programming and architectural character of the new library.
• Incorporate classical elements such as columns/pillars and porches that relate to the
historic Cleveland Park neighborhood. Fit with historic character of the 1920s residential
neighborhood of Cleveland Park (CP)—looking at the building materials & style
(cornices, etc.) and paint colors
• A signature building – the civic building in CP
• Art deco is out of date, the building should be contemporary

1. What should the character of the new Cleveland Park Library be?
EXTERIOR – Architectural Language
What we heard
• Develop distinct elevations that relate to the surrounding neighborhoods
• Expressed an interest in retaining the residential feel and scale of the existing library.
• The building exterior should reflect the “intellectual horsepower” of the Cleveland Park
neighborhood
• Balance function with design
• Questioned validity of Art Deco and the Kennedy Warren is part of Cleveland Park
• Classy & classic
• Like look of Montgomery County Noyes Children’s Library
• Library is the most important civic building in CP (perhaps only) so it should be
significant
• Likes Bethesda Library because it is “Old Fashioned”.
• Tall windows that let light in and views out
• Build for the future, should be inviting
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1. What should the character of the new Cleveland Park Library be?
EXTERIOR – Architectural Language

GOALS
1. The design should be of a civic scale, be uniquely of the place and reflect
and recall the best and most memorable aspects of the Cleveland Park
community
2. Review and analyze elements of Art Deco, Commercial and Craftsman
architecture of CP as possible inspiration for design
3. Balance functional imperatives with inspiring design
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1. What should the character of the new Cleveland Park Library be?
EXTERIOR – Context / Site
What we heard
• Like idea of view to the park and natural landscape; reflect the quietness of the park
(benches in back instead of on noisy Connecticut Ave.) with a connection to green
space both in and outside the project
• Public exterior spaces at front to sit, possible a fountain
• Maintain landscaping, no “ugly” fences
• The new library should be deferential to the single family residential fabric which lies
directly behind and to the west of the site.
• Anchor point at library for an urban sidewalk or plaza along the west side of Conn. Ave.
• Outdoor space with benches, tables, and a plaza and a roof deck, a poetry garden.
• Better signage
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1. What should the character of the new Cleveland Park Library be?
EXTERIOR – Context / Site
GOALS
1. Recognize and relate to the diverse residential, landscape and commercial contexts of
Cleveland Park on each of its sides
2. Develop exterior places for community use along Connecticut Avenue
3. Design to enhance and memorialize the Cleveland Park Historic District context
4. Fit the design with the character of the neighborhood
5. Consider the inclusion of an outdoor space/roof terrace
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1. What should the character of the new Cleveland Park Library be?
EXTERIOR – Materials
What we heard
•Welcoming, inviting, warm, non-metallic look
•Retain the light/buffed yellow brick facade to preserve the character of the existing
library.
•Incorporate subtle Art Deco elements such as Neon signs or metal panels as part of the
building exterior.
•Consider looking to red brick buildings for inspiration
•Look to fire house for inspiration
•Look to limestone facades for inspiration
•Exterior should not mimic existing building. Make it more inviting (like the Shaw
Library)
•Many buildings use granite from a local quarry. Asked if we could use same material to
maintain historical link to Cleveland Park through materiality
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1. What should the character of the new Cleveland Park Library be?
EXTERIOR – Materials

GOALS

1. Link to the rich history of Cleveland Park through thoughtful use and
reference to materials common to the neighborhood
2. Deploy materials to convey the sense of a warm, inviting place
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1. What should the character of the new Cleveland Park Library be?
INTERIOR – Materials & Furnishing
What we heard
• Like/love the big wood tables and furniture and possibly shelving.
• Cozy, interior and comfortable (soft) chairs of the current magazine area but in a
quieter place
• Wood, leather, natural colors (not brown but not shocking green or other bright
neon colors) – plastic chairs OK for meeting room
• Low maintenance/durable finishes and furniture in the new library.
• Warm interior finishes (wood) instead of steel finishes
• Lots of interior color
• Wood, soft, and rounded used to describe spaces.
• Avoid industrial looking furnishings
• Carpet has superior acoustics but is hard to keep clean. Children’s area has most
spills.
• Distinct different look for children’s area
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1. What should the character of the new Cleveland Park Library be?
INTERIOR – Materials & Furnishing
What we heard
• Seating at reading area/table is comfortable wood chairs. Large chair with arms.
• Pull out desk/shelf at MLK is great for non-fiction areas.
• Tall stacks are preferable in the adult section. These need good lighting
(Tenleytown did something right). Top and bottom shelves are hard to access. Top
shelf is easier for adults to get to, higher bottom shelf would be more efficient way
to change configuration. In case of children bottom shelf is more accessible.
• Tall stacks in children’s area at Tenleytown cause issues, can’t see kids
• Meeting rooms to be similar in character to the ones at Sidwell Friends School
• More computers for children
• Large paintings and large plants
• Comfortable reading chairs for families
• Add playful elements to children’s space
• Pillows and soft seating to curl up and read
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1. What should the character of the new Cleveland Park Library be?
INTERIOR – Materials & Furnishing
GOALS
1. Create an interior with finishes that are durable, warm/inviting, offer a “cozy” feeling
and minimize adverse acoustic impacts
2. Reuse, modernize, restore and/or repurpose existing wood chairs, long tables and
interior artwork to the extent possible
3. Design stack heights and shelving to support good sight lines per diverse user groups:
adults, teens, and children
4. Deploy diverse seating choices from formal to informal, comfortable in reading areas
5. Include colorful interior finishes that relate to the different programs, spaces and users
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1. What should the character of the new Cleveland Park Library be?
INTERIOR – Spatial / Building Layout
What we heard
• Human scale; intimacy
• Good sight lines
• Hierarchy of spaces – welcoming, obvious spaces, primary spaces
• The location of the circulation desk is critical for security and monitoring of stacks.
• Generous vestibule – area for orientation and transition from Connecticut Ave
• Very accessible meeting room
• More, and more types of, meeting rooms
• Open space in the center, books surrounding
• Discrete spaces, perhaps delineated by low bookshelves
• Prefer the elevator doors have some transparency
• Large space for children
• Quiet bathrooms. Currently you can hear flush in meeting room.
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1. What should the character of the new Cleveland Park Library be?
INTERIOR – Spatial / Building Layout
What we heard
• New space should be intimate & welcoming and not be cavernous or echoic.
• Natural light would be a very positive feature
• “Penetrate into the depths”& “Cloister,” library as a quiet place of discovery and meet
other people
• The whole library doesn’t need to be quiet, that it was important to have areas of
activity and areas of quiet
• An inner sanctum as a space of utmost quiet and reflection
• Low lighting levels in the reading room with individual task lights. Lights with green
banker’s shades. The area should be easy to see and find and be spacious
• Stairwells, atria or two-story spaces should be isolated or designed in a way to isolate
spaces and sound
• Space for group study/author talks for older children
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1. What should the character of the new Cleveland Park Library be?
INTERIOR – Spatial / Building Layout
What we heard
• Stairwells present opportunities for light, air, and sustainable design strategies that
could be used (heat chimney). Primary concern is sound.
• Entrance and Exit being the same door would be better than current arrangement
• Large rooms that can be subdivided would give more flexibility and options for
scheduling spaces. Space is always at a premium and heavily booked
• Study rooms stay open but can be reserved and need direct sightline from service
desk. Meeting room stays locked, doesn’t need direct sightline
• Doors should not open automatically. Kids wander out into the street.
• Easier access to librarians, see librarians from the entry
• Have distinctly separate, sound proof, area for children’s books so kids can be kids
• Early childhood play space like at MLK
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1. What should the character of the new Cleveland Park Library be?
INTERIOR – Spatial / Building Layout
GOALS
1. Design for good sight lines and security, proper placement and access of circulation
desk, easy monitoring of stacks and young users
2. Include generous and flexible program space for adults, teens and children
3. Create flexible community meeting spaces that are easy to use, adaptable for diverse
user groups and expandable
4. Balance natural and artificial lighting per location and tasks, such as reading lights
5. Design for easy monitoring of study rooms and program spaces
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1. What should the character of the new Cleveland Park Library be?
INTERIOR – Experience of the library / Special Features
What we heard
• Quiet spaces; circulation pattern. Noisy at the front and quieter in the back
• Keep browsing possible and casual discovery of new titles
• Circulation spaces designed to mitigate noise – good acoustics
• Restrooms that feel safe (not where user can feel isolated and vulnerable)
• Good acoustics
• Light-filled, no “harsh” fluorescent lights
• Retain the “library” feel
• Comfortable – physically and aesthetically. Not industrial looking. Inviting
• Low ceilings in places, wood, windows open to trees (windows need blinds)
• Operable windows (allow temperature regulation between hot and cold seasons).
• Stroller parking
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1. What should the character of the new Cleveland Park Library be?
INTERIOR – Experience of the library / Special Features
What we heard
• Stroller parking
• Plants in the building
• Like stack lighting at Tenleytown Library
• Stacks with slanted bottom shelves so it is easier to see what is on the bottom shelf
• Historic exhibit on Cleveland Park
• Gas fireplace
• Operable windows
• Indoor plants
• Art
• Driving theme, DC history or something to reflect international aspect of
neighborhood
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1. What should the character of the new Cleveland Park Library be?
INTERIOR – Experience of the library / Special Features
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GOALS
1. Retain the best aspects of the “library feeling” while designing a great 21st century
library that serves the community for the next 50 years
2. Include places for collaboration, quiet study and group activity
3. Provide proper acoustic separation via location, material choice and circulation patterns
4. Balance intimate, “cozy” spaces with larger rooms and areas
5. Engage the exterior through views and possibly operable windows
6. Design to meet needs and identity of diverse community activities, ie stroller parking,
public art, historical displays about CP, etc….
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2
What should be offered
at the new library?
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2
What should be offered
at the new library?
SERVICES – Collections, Functionality and Technology, Rooms
and Spaces

2. What should be offered at the new library?
SERVICES - Collections
What we heard
• Good response to getting books (satisfied with it at current library too)
• Reference books
• Augmented collections with diverse offerings such as jazz, drama and non-fiction.
• More e-book titles.
• Keep DVDs
• More magazine space and broader selection of magazines
• More displays of what is new and popular
• More PBS DVDs, mysteries, teen books, and graphic novels
• More board books for children
• Games and learning programs on computers for children
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2. What should be offered at the new library?
SERVICES - Collections

GOALS
1. Design to engage users with the collection at Cleveland Park Library
2. Accommodate diverse selection of items (e-books, dvds, books, music, etc.)
3. Display for easy understanding new titles, popular titles, new collections and new
services
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2. What should be offered at the new library?
SERVICES – Functionality and Technology
What we heard
• Tables with power for customers to plug into, Charging stations for devices
• Outlets in seating areas
• Laptops, notebooks, etc. available for customers to use while at the library
• 3D printing unnecessary as it exists at MLK. Regardless, future accommodation should
be planned for if omitted from current program.
• Keep public desktop computers and add spaces for people bringing their own laptops
• No computers in kids’ area
• Community bulletin boards
• 3-D and book publishing capabilities
• Bell to close or something with character. Good PA system as well.
• Love the staff
• Induction audio loops in meeting room
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2. What should be offered at the new library?
SERVICES – Functionality and Technology
What we heard
• Transition to laptops or tablets in the future. Spaces for computer use should anticipate
use patterns as much as possible 10-20 years in the future.
• Large existing table is well used, perhaps having computer stations at large table will
transition well to patrons using laptops/tablets.
• Computers should allow space for two at each workstation.
• Circulation desk with lots of room to work and interact, up to 4 people
• More staff computers in same room, currently 3, 5-6 would be better
• Genius bar for digital help
• Classes to learn new technology, help with taxes, gardening, yoga, self-improvement
• Adaptive technology for hard of hearing
• Language courses, book club, PJ storytime, craft classes, book bingo, free yoga
• Lifelong learning programs – gardening, yoga, self-improvement, computer use
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2. What should be offered at the new library?
SERVICES – Functionality and Technology
GOALS
1. Develop a comprehensive sustainable approach that includes building design,
didactic displays and ongoing, future maintenance
2. Provide accessible power to accommodate current and future needs for mobile
technology
3. Provide ample accommodations for back of house work and program support
activities
4. Consider flexible programming space
5. Balance the provision of public access computers with locations for personal
computer use
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2. What should be offered at the new library?
SERVICES – Rooms and Spaces
What we heard
• More generous area for computers, allow more room at each workstation
• Larger auditorium for public meetings
• Large colorful area for children’s programs (not small program room); divisible if
possible so can be small or large & so children will not be turned away because of
space
• Area for films
• Vending area
• Family restroom by children’s area
• Teen area – not part of the children’s room
• General meeting space with better acoustics
• Multipurpose meeting space with partitions to host concurrent events.
• Private study rooms that can accommodate 2-4 people for independent study and
collaboration.
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2. What should be offered at the new library?
SERVICES – Rooms and Spaces
What we heard
• More larger spaces with flexibility instead of dedicated story time space.
• Area for stroller parking at story time hours.
• Quiet reading rooms
• Dynamic, specialized spaces for different groups
• If a teen space, make it inviting to teens. Include a dedicated teen space
• Friends space
• Collaboration space with shared multimedia table and displays could be in teen area
but would likely be used by both teens and adults.
• Storage for crafting/art supplies with some room for a table to test/demo items for
programs.
• Private space for every staff member. Lockers big enough to store personal items.
• New style lockers are too small. Badge secured area for larger items (for staff )
• Book drop at curb to drop off books without having to find parking
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2. What should be offered at the new library?
SPATIAL – Rooms and Spaces
What we heard
• Balance between open tables and carrels for more privacy
• More shelving than the existing shelving in the library.
• No wheels on chairs
• Bottom shelving tilted up for ease of use and access.
• 20-inch deep shelves for children’s collection instead of carts.
• More task lighting, warm tones, standing lamps.
• Hand sanitizer or wipes at computers.
• Policy guidelines for Library use clearly posted and enforced.
• Books are still important – easily browsable stacks
• Ample shelf space for face-out display
• Keep long tables
• A/V Listening rooms
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2. What should be offered at the new library?
SPATIAL – Rooms and Spaces
What we heard
• Better book return interface, better info desk
• Kid-friendly furniture
• Non-toxic finishes and furniture materials
• Clocks in meeting room that face the presenter
• Large bulletin boards for children’s, teen, and adult spaces.
• Light and movable furniture in meeting rooms
• Heavy wood furniture is ideal as it adds cozy feel to space.
• Keeping existing furniture
• Include study carrels and a reading room
• Blinds in staff offices are important
• Quiet booths/carrels
• A large space for yoga
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2. What should be offered at the new library?
SERVICES – Rooms and Spaces
GOALS
1. Provide a good number of study, conference, and flexible meeting spaces with good
acoustic separation and the possibility of after hours access
2. Design for flexibility of meeting rooms and spaces, understanding that a Community
Center does not exist in CP
3. Carefully evaluate space required for desktop computers
4. Evaluate possibilities for outdoor rooms and garden areas
5. Provide teen area(s) that are separate and distinct from children’s area
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2. What should be offered at the new library?
SPATIAL – Rooms and Spaces
GOALS
6. Use daylighting throughout to enhance open and more intimate spaces. Provide
flexible controls where necessary
7. Improve service area furnishings based on lessons learned from library tours and likes
and dislikes at current library
8. Design book return and other services in an efficient and rational manner
9. Consider blending of carrels and open tables for more/less privacy
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3
How should the new library
be used?
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3
How should the new library
be used?
SERVICES – Programs and Services, Collections,
Functionality and Technology, Rooms and Spaces

3. How will the new library be used?
SERVICES – Programs and Services
What we heard
• Support all users: children, people without computers, homeless, wifi, retirees, students,
local civic groups
• Meeting rooms that can be used after hours
• More youth programs
• Classes for technology both future and current taught by members of the community
• Active programs that offer opportunities for interaction and community building
• Flexible meeting spaces
• Be unique, don’t replicate all the same programmatic components present elsewhere in
the system. Has DCPL considered specialized libraries? Suggested science libraries, tech
libraries, performing arts libraries
• Access to meeting spaces outside of operating hours
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3. How will the new library be used?
SERVICES – Programs and Services
What we heard
• Sustainable building design that shows its systems and how it works. Library should
teach about sustainable building strategies.
• For film screenings and a place to buy books
• Programs: author talks, speakers, film screenings (small attendance, 5-15), and book
signings. Probably 30 people is max attendance, 5-15 is more typical
• Reservations for programming /meeting space include theater groups, census bureau
training (50-100, folding tables), CP Citizens Association. Attendance ranges from 2-3
up to 80-120
• Adults use the library to check out books, work/study, and use computers
• There are lots of readers who stay 4-6 hours and use large table
• As a community center
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3. How will the new library be used?
SERVICES – Programs and Services
GOALS
1. Design spaces that support programs and services to engage teens and children
2. Create flexible meeting spaces for diverse users and activities
3. Design to provide after hours access to meeting spaces
4. Use the building to help educate the community about sustainable design
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3. How will the new library be used?
SERVICES - Collections
What we heard
• The existing library had a reference collection that was closed many years ago which
should be included in the new library
• Newest items up front
• More public statistics on collections. Having a digital interface to see what is on
display and “amazon-like” digital browsing system to check out books online
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3. How will the new library be used?
SERVICES - Collections
GOALS
1. Design to accommodate evolving needs of users
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3. How will the new library be used?
SERVICES – Functionality and Technology
What we heard
• Vending machine so can drink coffee & read
• More browsing stations
• Update IT/AV system in the conference room to host more guest lectures, movie nights
and presentations
• Self-check kiosk with a browsing station that allows users to check availability of books
is required near the circulation desk
• Seniors use computers and the reading area extensively
• Library should accommodate/support different modes of discovery.
• Reduce the number of fixed computer stations, offer flexible mobile technology
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3. How will the new library be used?
SERVICES – Functionality and Technology

GOALS
1. Include easy access to self-check out stations
2. Design for easy use and access to state-of-the-art technology
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3. How will the new library be used?
SPATIAL - Rooms and Spaces
What we heard
• Meeting space for local interest clubs (garden clubs, yoga practice, book clubs, Apple
users group, etc.)
• Group learning and collaboration zones. Technology to allow interaction, maybe
laptop screen sharing setup, smart boards, ability to go online, large central screen.
• Enclosed small spaces for classes
• More study rooms
• Should be able to see books from the entry
• Parking for elderly patrons and mothers with young children
• More welcoming and perhaps dedicated space for teens.
• Dedicated Children’s space, a craft/activity space, story time space, dedicated
collections, and the engagement with librarians
• Friends’ Book Sales, would like to see dedicated space for the Friends
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3. How will the new library be used?
SPATIAL - Rooms and Spaces
What we heard
• Dedicated space for the Friends and book sales
• Consider the growth of the community in the future as it lies at a metro stop
• Meeting rooms need to be seen so others can be made aware of groups and clubs that
are active in the community
• Nannies, for tutoring, computer usage, research/writing, crafts, games for children,
book club meetings, exhibits, a place to read, a place for individuals and groups to do
work, concerts
• For people to enjoy outdoor public spaces
• Storytime places to accommodate 100-120 children, noisy area
• Walls help to remove distractions for kids and reduce noise for rest of library
• No story pits or stepped seating
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3. How will the new library be used?
SPATIAL - Rooms and Spaces
What we heard
• Children's areas easy to access without going through adult area. Possible adjacency
to crafts storage area would allow space to be used for crafting programs.
• Sound isolation for small study/meeting rooms
• Teen areas not be at the entry, accommodate approximately 15 people, bulletin board,
and near a service desk to control behavior. Adjacency to vending and lockers would
be good. Close to study rooms makes sense. Needs to give teens a sense of ownership
of space to encourage active use. Like Anacostia teen space. 2-4 computers, 2 study
tables, outlets, in area where talking isn’t a problem
• Comfortable furniture to read and hangout and TV with A/V hookup. Need to be far
removed from children’s area, teens don’t want to be seen as kids. Northeast Branch
cited as good for teens
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3. How will the new library be used?
SPATIAL - Rooms and Spaces

GOALS
1. Include space for Friends and Friends activities
2. Deploy technology to permit collaborative learning
3. Design for ease of access for all members of the community
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Questions and Comments
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Next Meeting
September 2015

